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Guidelines for Oil Mist Lubrication

With enhancements in oil inventions, oil mist lubrication techniques are turning out to become
increasingly more well-liked within a choice of applications precisely exactly where only limited oil
feed offer is required. Examples include bearings of electrical motors, pumps and compressors in
many oil refineries and petrochemical plants1; gears, cams, chains and sliding surfaces of machines
in steel and paper mills; developing gear and an expanding choice of other industrial
applications.2Compact mist offer units are also accessible for use with electrical motors, machine
instrument spindles and comparable close by applications.

Oil mist techniques present an attractive choice every to grease at low-to-moderate speeds as well
as to circulating oil techniques for significant speeds and significant temperatures. Properly setup oil
mist techniques offer the following advantages:

â€¢ No oil modifications and decreased upkeep specs

â€¢ Reduced lubricant consumption (as a lot as 70 percent in comparison with sump lubrication)

â€¢ Lower friction and decreased bearing temperatures

â€¢ Mist delivery tension blocks entrance of contaminants

â€¢ Lower capital costs

â€¢ Less place on and elevated way of life of the machine elements

Newer air/oil techniques are utilized in steel mills as choices to oil mist.3 To decrease loss of stray
mist in the direction of the surrounding environment, liquid oil is injected from a great displacement
pump straight in towards the air stream. The oils, injected at time intervals, are then propelled in the
air streams along feed lines as droplets within a spiral motion to enter a bearing as an oil spray.

Mist Offer

Oil mist is certainly an aerosol mixture of very small oil droplets (one to five microns) suspended in
air utilizing the appearance of smoke. This mist is created by passing compressed air through a
venture or vortex to siphon oil from a small central reservoir (Figure 1).4 Tension of this inlet air is
regulated to properly offer the oil. Droplets larger than about five to seven microns are not
effortlessly transported in the air stream; as a result, they are generally intercepted by a baffle for
return in the direction of the reservoir.

The preliminary dry mist created then flows at fifteen to twenty feet/second on distances as a lot as
1,000 feet or a lot much more over pipes, tubing in addition to hoses for delivery from headers
usually maintained within the tension from the 20-inch water columns (0.7 psi, 5 kPa).6 Once the
mist stream turns into turbulent more than about 24 feet/second, the mist droplets strikes wall
surfaces tough adequate to stick and prematurely drop from the mist stream.

The extremely 1st 50 feet from the delivery header ought to be sloped back in the direction of the
mist generator to return any droplets dropping from the mist stream. Any lengthier feed manifolds as
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well as auxiliary headers ought to then be sloped either to drains or back in the direction of the
generator to stop decreased spots precisely exactly where trapped oils would interfere with the mist
motion.

Mist Delivery

Orifice fittings to meter mist offer to individual machine elements involve one in the three sorts of
classifiers.

A mist fitting contains of simple metering orifices for delivering fine wet sprays with minimum
condensation. As these fine sprays then meets rolling-motion elements - this sort of as in ball or
roller gears, chain bearings or cams - fine oil elements are agglomerated in the commotion action as
well as the bigger wet droplets bond as lubricating films. The mist is usually fed in towards the
bearing housing on one side in the row of balls or rollers and it's discharged within the opposite side.

Spray and condensing fittings are utilized for sliding-motion elements. The primary distinction in in
between the two sorts is how lengthy mist particles are maintained at significant velocity beneath
turbulent motion conditions to promote agglomeration in the fine oil particles inside the dry mist
feed. In lubricating sliding surfaces, journal bearings as well as the like, the resulting wet sprays
then runs down the adjacent surfaces in the arrangements.
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